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FAIR SCHEDULES MEETING TO HEAR IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO ITS OPERATIONS 

 

Action Plans developed by the public working with the Mother Lode Fair Board of Directors to improve 

its operations will be presented at a public meeting on Wednesday, January 11, beginning at 5:30pm in 

the Creekside Building.  The Action Plans are a continuation of a Strategic Planning process started by 

the Board more than 30 months ago and resumed at a meeting on November 29, 2016.   

The Strategic Plan process undertaken by the Board in 2014 identified priority goals for the Fairgrounds.  

The Action Plans, identified for the 5 priority goals brings the Strategic Planning process closer to 

completion, and more importantly sets a course for improving the Fairgrounds operations leading to a 

more secure financial future. 

Action Plans, sometimes referred to as objectives, become the "roadmap" to accomplishing one's goals.  

These Action Plans were developed in working groups made of up members of the public lead by a 

public stakeholder and leader in the community.  Each working group was supported by one or two 

members of the Fair Board.  Each of the working groups will present their Action Plan on January 11.  

Members of the public and the members of the other working groups will provide feedback to each of 

the Plans with the goal of finalizing the Plans for adoption by the Board of Directors at either the January 

or February Board Meeting.  

"It's extremely important that the community attend on January 11 and provide their feedback for the 

future of our Fairgrounds.  Fairgrounds in California that are successful enjoy tremendous public 

support", said Board President Dan Brown. 

The priority goals from 2014 and reviewed and updated at the November 29th meeting are: 

Goal #1:  Develop action steps that will help us build a business plan that contributes to the financial 

sustainability of the Mother Lode Fair and the Fairgrounds. 

 

Goal #2--To create a capital campaign with the Friends of the Fairgrounds to raise funds to support the 

Mother Lode Fairgrounds 5 year capital improvement program that results in increased use of the 

Fairgrounds and provides an appealing, beautiful presence in the community. 



 

Goal #3:  To enhance and grow the volunteer program and the Friends of the Fairgrounds to help 

support the capital campaign and provide for a pool of volunteer resources to support the operations of 

the Fairgrounds on an ongoing basis. 

 

Goal #4:  To enhance and grow the sponsorship program providing more opportunities for 
individuals, businesses and community service organizations to support the Fair and Fairgrounds 
through cash sponsorships, trade, and budget relieving programs that contribute to the annual 
income of the Mother Lode Fairgrounds and gives businesses the public exposure they desire. 
 
Goal #5:   To establish a comprehensive marketing, public relations and communications plan for the 
Mother Lode Fairgrounds that increases Fair attendance and event use, and aligns and partners with  
local government and their visitor bureaus, hotels, and the business community who benefit from 
additional visits to the Mother Lode Fairgrounds.  
 
The meeting notes from the Board's 2014 work on the Strategic Plan can be found on the Fair's website 
under the link labeled "Fairgrounds".  
 

 
 

 

 

 


